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TURN OF THE CENTURY ENGLISH 1900S BLEACHED ARMCHAIRS WITH LINEN
UPHOLSTERY, PAIR

$7,500
A pair of English Turn of the Century bleached wood armchairs from circa 1900 with elegant arms, scrolling knuckles, turned
legs in the front and saber legs in the back. Discover the understated elegance of these English Turn of the Century armchairs
from circa 1900, a pair that beautifully embodies the transitional design sensibilities of the era. These armchairs, with their

bleached wood construction, custom linen upholstery, and refined detailing, are a testament to the timeless appeal and comfort
of early 20th-century furniture design. The chairs feature elegant arms that gracefully curve into scrolling knuckles, providing

both aesthetic appeal and comfortable support. The bleached wood finish on the chairs lends a soft, airy quality, enhancing their
classic charm. The front tapering legs are skillfully turned, adding a touch of intricate craftsmanship, while the saber legs in the

back provide stability and a sleek contrast to the front design. Custom linen upholstery adorns each chair, offering a neutral
palette that complements the bleached wood finish and provides a cozy seating experience. The chairs are raised on casters in
the front, making them easily movable and versatile in various settings within a home. In a contemporary home, these English
armchairs can serve as elegant additions to a living room, study, or bedroom. Their classic design and neutral tones make them
suitable for a range of interior styles, providing comfortable seating and a touch of Turn of the Century sophistication. Whether

used for reading, relaxing, or as part of a conversational seating arrangement, these armchairs bring a blend of functionality,
comfort, and historical charm to any space.

Height: 37 in (93.98 cm)

Width: 24 in (60.96 cm)

Depth: 23 in (58.42 cm)

Seat Height: 18.5 in (46.99 cm)
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